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Introduction
Big And Brutal is a site devoted to fans of big beautiful women. These girls weigh-in over the 300
pound plateau and the only thing bigger than their bodies are the toys they like to shove deep inside
themselves. Have you ever seen a 325 pound woman cram a 14 inch dong into her twat? If you want to,
this is the best (and possibly the only) place you will ever be able to!

Adult Review
Big And Brutal is a new offering in the BBW niche. The site features hefty women in the 250-450 range showing off their
masturbation skills for the camera. Keep in mind, these big women do not settle for normal size toys... at Big And Brutal
everything is huge from the models, to the toys, to the orgasms themselves!
  
  The site interface is excellent and allows you to rate scenes or sort by a variety of methods including the ratings already
entered by other members. Your membership also gives you full access to all the Included Sites listed on the right side of this
review as well. That's more BBW chubby chasing content than any other membership offers you these days.
  
  If you find a model you like on Big And Brutal, after you finish watching her knuckle up on a sixteen inch dong and fire that
fucker home into her holes, you can easily search for other scenes she stars in on any of the networked sites and get a chance
to watch her again solo or with a guy boning her... or in some cases you can even find a double-decker dyke-out session she
was in as well!
  
  Big And Brutal updates at least once every week and sometimes twice in the same week. The network overall updates
almost daily so your dick will always have a new batch of big beauties to feast on when you login.
  
  The site also features pictures in glorious 1200x800 resolution. You can see every fold of her softest skin, watch each drop
of sweat roll off her face and look deeply into her eyes as she muscles out an orgasm from her big wet pussy... all for you!

Porn Summary
To some it seems BBWs are an oddity. To the makers of this site they are beautiful models who happen to be larger than life.
You can join the site for a laugh, but you might find yourself laughing less and less as these lovely ladies bring your dick
more in line with their way of thinking!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A new site that needs to grow it's archives until they are as big as it's models and dildos.'
Quality: 88  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 85
Support: 85 Unique: 86    Taste: 85        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
BigBlowjobChicks (90) ,Elizabeth Rollings (89) ,Princess Lissa (Preview) ,BBW Zine (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, BBW, Exclusive, Fetish, Hardcore, SexToys

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.73 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 21
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